Vegans in the Dales,
Moors and Wolds
Tuesday 28 August 2007
Michael arrived for breakfast at 7.30 and Jenny came downstairs to see us off at five past eight. We went by
the toll bridge to the docks and arrived an hour and twenty minutes before the ship sailed. Norfolk Ferries
seem not to care about passengers; they charge you a lot and make you check in an hour in advance, so that
everyone is registered before anyone gets on. The people we dealt with were helpful and friendly, but the
business is clearly geared for lorries.
There was a brunch laid on (included in the
fare) at eleven, an hour after sailing. The
lorry drivers were nowhere to be seen, and
we guessed that they were using the sevenhour crossing to catch up on sleep.
The crossing was as calm as could be; I
snoozed in a chair while Michael read some
of The China Study, then at 2.30 we went
into the ship’s cinema to see The Simpsons
Movie—uncomfortably topical.
By four we were alongside Wales, and by
five we docked in Birkenhead. We got our
bikes off first, but weren’t allowed cycle up
the ramp from the floating pier. We had to
wait and be picked up by a bus with a
platform lift, but that wasn’t long coming
and the guys were cheery and helpful.
Once outside the terminal building we
made for the Seacombe ferry that we had
spotted as we sailed past. That wasn’t long
in coming either and it turned over its
passengers as quickly and efficiently as any
Venice vaporetto.
We were slightly
alarmed when it approached the Liver
Building only to veer back to the south
bank again; it stopped just east of the
Norfolk Line berth (we had gone west to the Seacombe landing) and then made the third leg of its journey,
to right beside the Liver Building.
We headed left to take the docks road northwards. It looked closed off but a man said “Do you want to
come through?” and opened a big gate for us. The quay road was strangely familiar from having driven to
ferries some decades ago, but most of the impressively-gated lots are derelict now.
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At the very end we turned onto the road north, and headed for Southport. We expected to find a B&B in
Crosby but there were no signs to be seen. We stopped for dinner at the Pheasant, a pub/restaurant standing
on its own. I asked the manageress were there any B&Bs in Formby, just down the road, and at first she
seemed dismissive but later she brought us a Yellow Pages book to check for ourselves. We found one hotel
in Formby and rang but they were full, so we decided to cycle on into Southport where by all accounts there
were plenty.
The full moon had risen by the time we
got back on the road, which was flat
and rural and not too busy. There were
long suburban streets leading into
Southport but the frequent signs outside
the houses were all ‘For Sale’ and none
‘B&B’. We asked after a few miles of
this and a chap directed us to a street
full of guesthouses. We booked into
the first one, the Duke’s Folly, after half
ten, and fell asleep fairly quickly after
that.

Wednesday 29
On the road by half past eight; we didn’t stop to see the lawnmower
museum but headed straight out of Southport, northwards along the
esplanade. The tide was out, the beach was flatter than Sandymount and
it was sand all the way to the horizon. We met a chap on a really low
recumbent with home-made fairing on the back; he said he raced a bit
and the fairing made about one mile per hour difference. Mostly, as this
morning, he cycles to work, and the fairing acts as storage space. His
chain ran right beside his front wheel, so that it rubbed with anything
more than the slightest turn of the handlebars, but he said that it never
really touched at all except at T-junctions.
We followed the beach as far as we could, past salt marsh well stocked with geese and other birds. In the
distance we saw Blackpool Tower and what looked like some fairground ride. Eventually the road curved
east and we pressed on to Preston. Some
roads were supplied with a separate cycle
track and we could go abreast, others were
not and we mixed with the cars and lorries.
Preston was flat but Blackburn was hilly.
In between we stopped for a picnic lunch
provided by Anne and Lucy—most tasty—
which we had in a churchyard away from
the road: St Leonard the Less, at Darwen.
Just after that we looked in at Samlesbury
Hall, a Tudor house grand enough to be
marked on the map.
Leaving hilly Blackburn we got onto a
slightly smaller but still busy road and had
entertaining ups and downs to Padiham. It
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being after four o’clock and almost 40 miles on the milometer, we looked out for a B8B and got into one at
our second attempt. A kindly Lancashire woman and her kindly Welsh husband gave us tea and a lock-up
for the bikes, and told us about their visit to Poland last year.
They recommended The Cellar for a meal, which was just a few steps down the road, near the church. The
town is built mainly of honey-coloured stone not unlike Cotswold villages; our hosts at the Trevelyan Guest
House had rebuilt and extended their house, but apart from the double-glazed windows (fronted with small
panes and wooden frames) and the straightness of the walls, you couldn’t tell the old part from the new.
The Cellar had battered vegetables on the menu but the manageress warned us the batter was made with
milk; we said such a small amount wouldn’t matter, but when it came she said the chef had made it without
milk. It was a grand meal, and we had fresh fruit salad and strawberries to finish, then walked the few steep
steps back to our lodging. The husband was in the tiny front garden, and Michael got him talking about the
various plants he had therea tiny monkey puzzle with string from the upper branches holding up the lower
ones, a few pineapple tops sprouting promisingly, a yew grown from a cutting he had been sent from a fourthousand-year-old tree, and so on. We could have been there for hours only for another guest who came out
to ask something. We got to bed by eight o’clock and were soon asleep.

Thursday 30
Our host was keen on giving us a cooked breakfast, and after a bowl of fresh fruit he produced veggie
sausages, veggie battered ‘chicken’, potato cakes,
waffles, baked beans and mushrooms. He said he
always keeps some in stock. When we had seemed
to apologise for being a nuisance, he had told us we
should be proud of being vegan.
Our host was very interested in the bikes; when he
saw Michael’s motor and battery he said “I could
have charged that up for you” and we didn’t catch
the moment to say we already had charged it up in
our room overnight. It probably didn’t amount to
much more than a few hours’ TV, or one hour’s heating, but in the embarrassment of not having mentioned
it we set off straight through Padiham rather than looking for the continuation of the road we had come in
on. As a result we found ourselves going through Burnley rather than across the north of it, and it was hard
to find a road to Skipton. Avoiding a motorway landed us in a sleepy terraced area, and we asked directions
from a bearded whitecapped shopkeeper in a long
middle-eastern garment. He
gave
us
detailed
instructions, while his wife
in black said, in a kind of
aside, “I’d love to go to the
country, but I can’t, can I?”
Following our instructions
we found ourselves crossing
a canal. Michael found it on
our map and decided that if
we turned right along its
bank it should bring us most
of the way. The sky was
cloudy so it was hard to be
sure whether we were going
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north or south, but a few bridges later a map confirmed our direction. The towpath was smooth and it was a
great relief to get away from traffic. We met several people out walking jogging or cycling, some with dogs.
The canal was well populated with ducks and geese. A few drops of rain didn’t quite wet us, and we
followed the canal out into the country where there were plenty of cattle and sheep and a very present smell
of pig slurry, though no sight of pigs. We met a few holiday barges, properly called narrow-boats, and
exchanged waves. After several miles of flat going, we climbed alongside a series of locks with a stepped
race to let off excess water. After that we passed a sign saying ‘Top Lock’ and a stretch of water with large
collections of narrow-boats for hire. Then the canal dived into a tunnel and we were left on a tiny country
road with no sign which way to go. I climbed up into a steep field with a signposted right-of-way and found
the Slipper Hill Reservoir. Some walkers gave us directions; we were at the famous Mile Tunnel, which
ends in Foulridge, another honey-coloured town. The pub there was closed so we got back to the canal, past
more narrow-boats, one of them painted with a heron and a portrait of Wallace and Gromit. The next pub
we came to was open, and it was after twelve so we stopped for lunch. This was the Anchor, previously
called The Travellers’ Rest in the days before the canal, when it was on a pack-horse trail. We had a pint of
John Smith and a salad with chips, and bought a DVD about the Leeds and Liverpool canal.
We had noticed a change in the style of towpath and a change from metal poles set just too narrow for a
motorbike’s handlebars to get through, to wooden gates that you shut behind you (not self-shutting like the
Dutch ones), and surmised that we had crossed into Yorkshire. After a while the towpath deteriorated into a
mud track (dry, fortunately) but this got worse again and when it was just tussocky grass we left the canal
and joined the A59 to Skipton. We set off in the wrong direction, assuming that it would have to be uphill,
but a sign put us right soon enough and we braved the heavy traffic for a half-hour or so and came up and
down hills into the pretty town of Skipton. As we entered the town we crossed over the railway and found
ourselves beside a canal; but it must have been a different one, as ours had been bound for Leeds. We toyed
with the idea of stopping at a hotel just inside the town, but resolved to go on.
The centre of Skipton is bright and airy, with two- and three-story buildings and wide streets. We got cash
from a hole in the wall that accepted our AIB cards, declined to visit the castle and headed north to
Grassington. The road was remarkably busy, with a high proportion of lorries marked ‘Motorway
Maintenance’ and we were not surprised to pass a quarry eventually. Apart from those the air was fresh and
country-like, even free from the pig-slurry smell that had followed us all day. We reached Grassington
about five and tried at some of the many hotels and guesthouses; after a few tries we got a twin room at the
Forester’s Arms. Grassington is a dedicated holiday town like an even narrower and more picturesque
version of Sturminster Newton, the roads steep and narrow and every second house an inn. The barmaid
who signed us in opened the door of the yard to let us put the bikes in. After a rest and a bit of news and
The Simpsons on TV we went down for dinner. To save downstairs bar space they have the kitchen on the
first floor with a pulley-lift in a hatch. Their veggie option was a little creamy for comfort—it was
advertised as mushroom and spinach risotto but the risotto was more a rice pudding. Never mind; it’s all a
matter of proportion. Another ridiculously early night, asleep by nine.

Friday 31
Being a holiday town, breakfast wasn’t on until
8.30, but there was a cooked v-option: beans
tomato and mushrooms on toast. We left in
leisurely fashion—I had to pump up my back tyre
which had lost pressure—and we shopped in an
organic food shop for picnic stuff: tomatoes, a
pepper, a courgette (in the absence of cucumber)
and a carrot. Then we moseyed down to the Dales
Information Centre, which opened at ten. We
looked in the window to see what was on offer and
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decided we already had enough in the detailed maps we had got over the net. A chap inside looked at his
watch but didn’t open up even though it was ten to ten, so we just moved on and found the road we wanted,
the back road to Leyburn. This road was lovely and quiet, bordered by limestone walls a little taller than the
west of Ireland ones. At Kettlewell we stocked up on wine and bread and gooseberry chutney and
postcards; then we asked the shop man how to get onto the road we had chosen; he pointed the way and said,
with grim glee, “Steepest road in the Dales”.
It started out so steep we just had to get off and push. Several times a sign warned ‘one in four gradient’ but
the day was young and we just pushed ahead. Near the top of the last upward stretch (I had counted out a
thousand paces) Michael’s motor gave out, and instead of accompanying the bike up the hill he had to shove
the complete weight. Finally a plateau was reached, and a sign said “Welcome to Richmondshire” which
was a surprise since we expected to remain in Yorkshire. I got there first and sat on the grass and soon I saw
a cycling head approach; but it
wasn’t Michael, it was a trim figure
of indeterminate age, grey-haired, on
a speedy bike and wearing bike
shorts. He said my brother sent me a
message saying he was still alive.
He chatted for a while; he had come
from Southport this morning and was
headed for York. He said that there
were few climbs left ahead, mostly it
would be downhill from here, but no
fierce gradients like the ones we had
come up.
Michael arrived after he had moved
on, and told me about his motor
giving up.
He assumed it had
overheated and had a safety cut-out,
which was borne out by its returning
to life after a little downhill rest.
Fairly soon, before we left
the top of the hills, we
stopped for our picnic,
sitting on a slope among the
thistles. We had a grand
view of the dales, which said
‘glacial’ by their contours.
The clouds were racing
overhead,
and
since
Kettlewell the wind had
been pleasantly following us
and buoying us up.
After an hour we moved on.
Most of the afternoon ride
was down gentle slopes,
some steep enough to
warrant constant brakes; a
controlled hurtle. The road
surface was dotted with
rabbit skins. Sometimes the
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rabbits hobbled out right in front of us like blindy old eejits. At one point I startled three pheasants (a brace
and a half?) into sudden split-second unanimous flight from the road. At Horse House a bramble gave us
superb blackberries. By three we reached Wensley, the town at the end of Wensleydale, but surprisingly not
the home of the cheese, which is made in Hawes. A few miles over a little hill brought us to our stopping
place, Leyburn.
Leyburn is at a junction of several big roads, and the scene of a traffic jam! as several roads vied for access
to a roundabout. We looked about for a hotel or guest house off the most noisy roads, and scored straight
away in the Black Swan. Once again we had a bright spacious twin room with a bathroom, only this one
had a bath. I had one straight away, and it was big enough to bathe both legs at once, and later the complete
torso. Michael followed suit. We sent our messages home, and I sent one to Aoife who had texted me. Her
good news was that at last she had made fire from a friction bow. Sound lass.
Shortly after six, after I had written a bit of this and Michael had read a bit of The China Study, the book that
turns you vegan, we went down for dinner. Deciding to drink local we had respectively a Black Sheep and a
Timothy Traynor. We couldn’t distinguish between them, but they were both (equally) good. The veggie
option was grand and another pint called for. I watched a little of the last night of Big Brother and then
wrote up the rest of this. Take my duty seriously, I do.

Saturday 1 Sept
Our breakfast was served by a chap who
dropped phrases like “right lads” and
“great crack” so I asked him, “Do I hear
some Irish in your accent?” and lo he
had come from Foxford, Co Mayo,
some sixty years ago. He said there is a
lot of Irish input around here, as it is a
centre for horse breeding and training,
and a lot of Irish punters come over at
Newmarket time.
We got away at 8.30 and started uphill
to Grinton and Reeth, where we stocked
up with the makings of another picnic.
On the way from Leyburn to Grinton we
passed through a lot of country set aside
for army firing ranges. Several red flags
were up but the barriers were open;
sometimes when they are shooting they
close the road off.
We decided to head for Kirkby Stephen
via Arkengarthdale; on the way we
passed through Langthwaite and saw a
sign for the Red Lion, but we didn’t
twig that that had been the setting for
All Creatures Great and Small until
someone told us at lunch further on.
The going was mainly uphill, with a dip followed by even more strenuous uphills, but the day was glorious
and the heather was bright purple. We met several cyclists, and were passed by one couple who called out
“See you at the pub!” There were also a good few motorcyclists out, and at one place we saw a large
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number of cars parked on a side road
up ahead; as we approached they came
on the road towards us, and to judge
by appearances it was the local Land
Rover and SUV club.
After a last strenuous climb we
reached the Tan Hill Inn, sporting
signs claiming it as England’s highest
pub, at 1732 feet above sea level. We
had to go in, despite our picnic
intentions, and we met the couple that
had passed us. The place was fullish,
even though extended into three or
four sizeable lounges, and we sat at a
table with a couple from Winchester
who come up to stay in a friend’s
cottage three or four times a year.
They told us about the Red Lion being the most filmed pub in the country; that is near where they stay.
We chatted with them while we had our vegetable soup and pint of bitter. They insisted reassuringly that all
the way to Kirkby Stephen (which is pronounced without the second k) is downhill from Tan Hill; which
turned out to be true except for the frequent bits where it went uphill. However it certainly was downhill
overall, with a few steep slopes thrown in for entertainment and braking practice.
Near the bottom we stopped at a field with a ‘Public Footpath’ sign pointing into it, to have a supplementary
picnic. The remains of a large bonfire were smouldering away near the gate, and after eating we warmed
ourselves and finished yesterday’s picnic wine. Down here the stone walls had given way to hedges and
trees; the uplands are fairly bare of trees, being mostly covered with wonderfully purple heather.
Remarkably quickly we got to Kirkby Stephen. Feeling it would be a pity to forget the names of the places
we’d stayed in, I thought I’d write limericks to remind me:
There was a young lady of Grassington,
Who always came top of her classington;
She memorised facts
From historical tracts,
That classington Grassington lassington.
There once was a fellow from Leyburn
Who thought up a way to make hay burn;
He succeeded so well
That they damned him to hell,
To find out from the divils how they burn.
The Yorkshire Dales town, Kirkby Stephen,
Has streets that are mighty uneven;
So deep are the ruts,
They will shake up your guts,
And you’ll barely get through without heavin’.
Ah well, with luck we will manage to forget those. To be fair, the streets of Kirkby Stephen are not rutted
but quite normal. Unfortunately there was to be a music festival on this weekend, so the first two hotels we
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tried were booked out; but the third, the Croglin Castle, at the other end of town, under new management,
was perfectly empty and we got a nice twin room at the back looking out over a field of sheep.

Sunday 2
A soft day; we got going at about ten past nine, heading south, and had some early climbs but nothing too
strenuous. We rode abreast part of the time since the traffic was light, and talked about computer languages
and the like. There were several cyclists out, including three good-sized groups; all were more trendily
turned out than us. The wind was gentler than yesterday’s, and when we turned east for Hawes it was at our
backs. After an hour or so we were mainly going downhill, in a pleasant series of roller-coasters that often
gave us enough momentum on the down slope to carry us up the far side. At Hawes we called into the Old
Board for a pint and a meal, but had to wait half an hour as they only start serving at twelve, on Sundays at
least. We spent the half-hour looking ahead on the maps, and I changed my shirt and topmy red Assos top
was showerproof but nothing, not even my heavy rain trousers, was proof against the driving drizzle.
Having finally got our pints we discovered that they had no cheese-free veggie option, so we tried The
Crown next door, who weren’t doing lunches at all. They recommended a place across the road, where we
got what we wanted, and by the time we were finished the rain had stopped.
Our intention was to make Ingleton today; we are down to thirty miles a day, which are perfectly respectable
with all the climbs and that. Michael’s turn:
A mighty bridge player from Ingleton
Devoured tasty snacks by the Pringle-ton.
He would eat a huge meal
Analysing a deal
With advice such as “Lead out your singleton”.
And back to me:
There was a young lady of Hawes
Who dressed in a thin sheet of gauze.
As she let slip her veil
She cried “Pure Wensleydale!”
Which was cheesy, but won her applause.
Hawes is near the top of Wensleydale, and this is where they make the cheese. Coming out of the town
heading towards Ingleton we had a short but steep climb straight away, and pretty soon we were in another
dale, leaving trees and hedges for a broad panorama, and a moderately busy road. There were plenty of
motorbikers, some in groups, one with an old-fashioned sidecar. The hills levelled out into a series of
smallish waves after a long smooth descent, and we stopped for a rest at the Scar Caves. Michael doesn’t
fancy cave visits, but he encouraged me to go in if I felt like it. The guided tour was 80 minutes as the caves
extend pretty far into the mountain, so I decided not to bother. We sat in the car park and had some extra
nosh, finishing up Jenny’s excellent trail mix.
A last swoop brought us down into Ingleton, and we came upon a row of B&Bs, and were ensconced by
4.30 having done 34 miles. An easyish day, though hills add to the time and effort, don’t you know. It had
started to rain towards the end of our journey, but not enough to need more drying out than a general draping
of things round our room. Shortly after six we wandered up the village and found the inn called the Craven
HeiferCraven is the name of the overall area. We got the second-last table and had a reasonable meal of
chilli and rice with a rather good bottle of Rioja. The puddings were more memorable: ginger cake and
apple & blackberry crumble. But there you are: if I hadn’t written that down they would be—were—soon
forgotten.
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Back in our room in Inglenook or whatever the B&B was called I found the film of The Queen just starting
on TV, and watched it. Michael woke in the middle and watched the rest with me; he had seen it before, and
he relished the scene where our heroine’s Range Rover breaks down in a river, and she spots the fine stag
her family have been hunting, admires it, and tells it to shoo when she hears them coming after it.

Monday 3
Breakfast was served between
8.30 and 8.45, so the entire
house gathered at 8.30 sharp.
We got talking to a grey-haired
couple that had passed us on the
way; they lived in Essex and
were receptive to Michael’s
‘Stop Climate Chaos’ message.
The day was brilliant: blue
skies to start, later becoming
decorated with puffy white
clouds. We backed up a little
into town, then took a back road
to Clapham, and then south by
Austwick and along the River
Ribble and the railway, with its
impressive viaduct, through
Giggleswick and Settle, where
we missed a turn for the back
road to Airton and found ourselves on a very busy A65 through Long Preston and Hellifield—
A young cricket player from Hellifield
Whose arms could reach halfway to Sellafield
Said “No, I’m no batter,
Can’t bowl for that matter,
I’m on the team ’cause of how well I field”.
—where we were able to leave the main road and head north to Airton and take to lovely narrow back roads
over splendid views of appealing vistas, lovely farmland with bright stone walls.
We stopped almost immediately after
Hellifield and had a picnic in a gateway. We
finished Anne’s vinaigrette and her hummus,
and finished up with a brandy fruitcake we had
bought in Austwick. The sun shone, the road
was quiet, the grass was comfortable and all
was right with our part of the world. As we
moved on, we saw and heard quite a lot of
RAF activity. There had been fast planes
buzzing about for the past few days, but here
we had one or two fast planes and two
helicopters, one of them a large troop-carrier,
circling about us again and again, looming up
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out of dips, over hills and the like. At Cracoe we crossed our path where we had entered the Dales five days
earlier, but rather than
continue up to Grassington
we left the main road and
rode on to Thorpe and
Burnsall, through smaller and
smaller though well tarred
roads.
We booked into the historic
Red Lion and had a pint
while our room was got
ready.
A feed of potato
gnocchi proved for the first
time a meal that stumped us
both; we talked to a man
from Blackpool who was on
a charity cycle for a
homelessness
group
he
manages. I did the Guardian
sudoku, a well-designed
puzzle unlike some which are
plain stupid, and we climbed
back up to the Manor House
where our room was on the
ground floor. We watched a
University Challenge on TV
and went to bed.

Tuesday 4
Breakfast was scheduled for 8.30 so we got there all ready to move straight on. Although our name was
attached to a table and we
obediently lodged ourselves
there, breakfast was slow
enough in coming. We got the
feeling that this inn rested on
its laurels; the service was
pleasant enough but somehow
prevented from being helpful—
our East-European waitress
misunderstood our request for
the lovely home-made bread
that we had had last night, and
brought white toast; when we
explained she went away and
came back with different
brown bread, saying that this
was home made. A guest had
obsequiously asked the evening
before what kind of dress was
OK for the dining room (jeans
were fine), and we felt that the guests in general were expected to know their place, or perhaps they
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volunteered to be bullied. When I got my water bottle filled on finally leaving, I mentioned to the cheery
chap who had first showed us our rooms that the promised complimentary bottles of spring water weren’t
there; he said “oh” but did nothing about it.
From there we got away, our spirits never failing; the day was clear and sunny and the going was slightly
uphill for a while, with a few pushes, but manageable. This was Nidderdale, outside the Dales National Park
but still Dales country. After some climbing we began a long descent from the Pennines. Going around a
bend in a dip my steering seemed to go out of focus, and on stopping I found my back tyre was flat. It had
been losing ;pressure slowly and needing a pump-up every morning, but now it was gone utterly. We
stopped in a gateway and took off the wheel; I found the hole by feeling the escaping air with my mouth,
and stuck on a patch; Michael meanwhile found a thorn coming in through the outer tyre, and I dug that out
with my penknife.
Shortly after that we stopped in a lovely pub in a village called Thrusscross that seemed to consist of about
five houses and no shop. We had some lovely ale with our lunch there, ‘Honeypot’, clear and slightly
honey-flavoured. After that
the going was most pleasant:
long gentle downhill slopes
with very little climbing.
We got to Harrogate by four
and found a launderette. I
managed to change in their
loo into just shoes shorts and
my Assos top, so that I could
wash all my shirts socks and
pants, as well as my trousers
and hat, and Michael’s things.
While they were doing, we
looked in at a posh hotel only
to be told that due to the
flower festival everything in
town and the surrounding area
was booked out. We went
round
to
the
tourist
information centre and they
said that the only thing
available
was
in
Boroughbridge, twelve miles
to the north-east, so I said
book that as quick as you can,
and they did. Back up Cold
Bath Street then to the
launderette, where I tumbledried the clothes, and we set
off to Boroughbridge. We
didn’t have to take the back
road since the main road was
not too busy at all; we arrived
at the Crown by half past six
and a very cheery and helpful
receptionist made us feel at
home.
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We were put in room 80—the car park was enormous and full—but the whole feeling was quiet, low-key
and personal. We gave the place our strenuous approval when we left in the morning.

Wednesday 5
Another bright and sunny day! Almost too hot for cycling. Fortunately it was another short ride, just to
York. We had a back road chosen out which included a toll bridge (bicycles free) but better than that, we
came across signs for Cycle Route 65 and Michael could confirm that that ran through York—so we ended
up going through a forest track beside the railway. 200 miles to Edinburgh, said a sign as we crossed a
bridge. We found a couple of
seats for an early lunch at
11.30. We had bought some
olive oil and wine and nuts
and fruit in Boroughbridge,
and we had another standard
salad, very good too.
We came into York before
one and booked into the first
hotel we saw, the Beechwood
Close, just a mile from the
centre.
We
were
unaccountably whacked so we
rested for an hour or so before
going into the old city at half
past one. It was great to cycle
straight in through Petergate,
closed to cars, and find
ourselves in a traffic-free
quiet environment, with the
Minster right there as we
entered. We locked up at a
railing full of bikes and did
the unguided tour of the
Minster.
The outstanding feature, after
you have absorbed the size of
the place, is the stained glass: we overheard a guide saying that this church has—is—the biggest collection
of medieval stained glass in the world.
A miracle of St #icholas of Myra; c1180

We sat in the choir for a while and heard someone trying out stops on the organ; then we walked around to
look at Elizabethan and Jacobean memorials, and were politely accosted by a bloke in a long purple robe,
who by his name tag was apparently an ex-bishop. He explained that the retired clergy take turns to hang
about and talk to visitors: a very civilized habit. I was tempted to quote him my rimickle about the Church
of England, but thought it would take too much explanation to set it up, so I’ll quote it here instead:
Café Canterbury:
Our waiters are very
Well-spoken; the fare that they dish up,
Though simple, is fit for a bishop
Dry bread and sweet sherry
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We were most impressed by the Chapter House, an enormous octagonal room with a very high glass-to-wall
ratio, possibly outdoing the Sainte-Chapelle in Paris. The glass seemed so important, and yet looked so
distant and hard to make out, that I bought a book about it. Michael bought a book about the mathematical
history of infinity, and I bought a book about Berkeley, and we wandered down to see the Shambles which I
remembered from my previous visit here in 1968, when I came here for the Europa Cantat jamboree of
massed university choirs, to sing Michael Tippett’s “Vision of St Augustine” in the Minster, which was then
covered in scaffolding. The top choir was the Schola Cantorum of Oxford, conducted by Andrew Parrott,
featuring a bright classics student called Emma Kirkby. TCD held its own at telling jokes though. Adrian
Brunton was our conductor, and he was all over Michael Tippett who came for the last few days to take over
the final rehearsals and conduct the performance. A lovely guy, but he couldn’t conduct for toffee, and he
knew it. When things fell horribly apart he broke down in
peals of helpless laughter. Adrian persuaded him to become
the patron of the College Singers, which he remained till his
death I suppose.
Ah, the Summer of Love! I stayed on in York after Europa
Cantat for the Lute Summer School, and before that began I
had an evening with some music students of the university
who invited me to have supper and sing Monteverdi
madrigals. Yes, truly. But back to reality, 2007. Here is a
picture of a lard shop in York.
On the way back to our bikes we looked in at the tiny church of the Trinity—the
antithesis of the Minster, but with a lovely atmosphere of intimacy.
We were still a little whacked—nine days of fairly constant travel will take it out
of you, even if you aren’t cycling, I expect—and we went back to the hotel and
stabled our bikes for the night. Michael’s back tyre had also developed a softness,
but we put off working on that till tomorrow. Michael read about infinity and I
read about glass and Berkeley and the receptionist phoned up to say what the chef
could do for vegans, and we watched some news (more good weather expected)
and at seven went down for a pretty fine dinner. Michael made a pointed joke
about the flowers in the garden outside the open dining-room door: he “felt
dislocated” because he saw red roses. The lady-in-charge didn’t get it at all until
we said, “white, York; red, Lancaster”. Obviously they have got over all that stuff. Such short memories
they have over here.

Thursday 6
The news on the morning TV was the death of Luciano Pavarotti. After a 7.30 breakfast we got down to
fixing Michael’s puncture. There was nothing sticking through the outer tyre, which was worn bald but was
still good and thick; but by putting it in a bucket of water we found air escaping from the side of the tube,
where it had been pinched at some stage. Taking the back wheel off was complicated by the motor, but it
came off all right and the repair was really straightforward in the end. Nonetheless it was after ten by the
time we got away.
As we were packing up to go, an old chap with a hearing aid came and asked us about the bikes and where
we were going next. He mentioned that Hutton-le-Hole was a nice place, so we decided to head there rather
than further east near the coast. We cycled back up the A59 and turned right and then left at the ring road,
putting us on the road due north through Sutton-on-the-Forest and then Stillington, where we bought
supplies. I sat outside the post office/shop looking across at the tiny church with the enormous clock, while
Michael wrote cards home, and chatted with the people coming and going. The post office sold garlic and
olive oil but not wine; never mind, we got that round the corner at the other village stores. Pretty soon after
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leaving (we heard the church clock strike twelve, surprisingly on the dot of noon) we stopped in the
extended gateway to a field and sat in the shade against a fence and took a leisurely hour and fifty minutes
over lunch. Immediately after that we entered the ‘Howardian Hills’ which were a mild inconsequential rise
and fall, clearly not named after our Dad. The steepest rise was in Oswaldkirk near the sign for Ampleforth
College, a famous place we weren’t expecting in this part of the country at all.
At Sproxton we
joined a bigger road
which brought us to
picturesque
Helmsley which had
hordes of admiring
busloads of old grey
visitors and more
importantly a hole
in the wall. It also
had an information
centre which was
manned by Trevor
Robinson
who
obligingly booked
us into Burnley
House in Hutton-leHole and told the
man we would be
there in an hour and
a half, at six
o’clock, which we
were. There was more climbing for the last three miles, up into the North York Moors National Park. The
countryside was subtly different from the Dales: more trees and less cropped road verges. The roadkill
changed too: no rabbits any longer, but plenty of pheasantI counted ten inside a hundred yards at one
pointwith the odd hedgehog.
Hutton-le-Hole was unbelievably picturesque, though I don’t seem to have photographed it. We found our
B&B, and our host Denys let us in, dressed for running, as he had just been out training for the Great North
Run. We chatted about his running and the charities he supported; he told us how he had won money for the
helicopter rescue service by betting he could cycle up a nearby one-in-three hill, without standing out of his
saddle.
His house, and our room, were full of character. We set ourselves up and then walked up to the pub for
supper and a couple of pints of the excellent Black Sheep. Michael told me about the artistic experiments of
his youth, which I had never known about; he had made copies, both models and paintings in shades of grey,
of sculptures, and had had the sublime experience of it all suddenly coming together after hours of feeling
nowhere near. We talked about his amazing daughters too—and granddaughters. And google, and other
topics of fascination.

Friday 7
We had a fine breakfast—Denys had cooked us some fried bread specially—and were setting out around
nine when horror! Michael’s back tyre had gone again. This time we were much more smooth and efficient
at getting it off and mending it and getting it back on again, without pinching it again and giving it a new
puncture. The outer tyre had split just over the rim, and Michael decided to look out for a bike shop for a
new one.
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After ten we got away and
headed up the ridge. The climb
was steady and not too steep, but
every time we thought we were
getting to the top we found just
one more small climb to do. The
countryside was gorgeous, just
like the Featherbed, rounded with
purple heather and ferns all
around, and we were going right
over the top of it.
Finally we had a view to the
north, and started a long gentle
descent towards Copington. Our
plan was then to follow the Esk
River down to Whitby, and that is
more or less what we did; but the
road that follows a river is not
like the path by a canal: it nips up
and down the hills on each bank.
At one point we crossed over the
railway track, then under it, then
back over it again, not by level
crossing but by a huge high
bridge.
At 11.30 in Danby we stopped to
sample the local bitter in a pub
and use their facilities: nice to get
the oil off the hands at last. We
hoped to make it to Whitby by
lunch, but the terrain continued to
rise and fall with some extreme steeps the like of which we hadn’t met since the Dales; several long hard
pushes. To our surprise we joined the main road which was pretty busy with fast lorries and cars. Just as we
caught sight (doubtful but later confirmed) of the sea below us, we pulled off into a roomy parking place and
had a late lunch on the grass. We had picked up various salad ingredients earlier.
After lunch we went down a very pleasing long drop to Whitby, a very cheerful town.
Michael went into the information centre and found out
about a dedicated cycle route to Robin Hood’s Bay.
The cycle route started out as a dirt track behind a hotel,
where a few people were walking their dogs. Pretty
soon it levelled out and grew wider and smoother; it
crossed the river by a high viaduct and continued on,
level and straight. When we noticed that it was on its
own embankment we realised it had once been a railway
track, and to confirm this, half way along we came along
an old station where they had kept a bit of track and a
few carriages. After about three miles the gentle climb
changed to a gentle descent, all the way to Robin Hood’s
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Bay, where the third or fourth
B&B offered us two rooms.
The owner came from Lincoln
and sounded like Lenny Henry
without the sense of humour.
We went back to the first hotel
we had passed, but their
vegetarian fare was slim to
none, and in fact a waitress
suggested we’d do better down
the road at the Victoria, a much
cheerfuller place down by the
sea front, where they filled big
plates with a beanburger and
salad and chips, and a pint of
good ale made us feel more
like we did then than we had
when we went in.

Saturday 8
We had our breakfast (with veggie sausages) and got an early start8.55continuing on the path of the old
Whitby-Scarborough railway. This part was a bit more potholed; wherever motor vehicles are allowed on a
path, it gets destroyed. A cycle path left alone takes very little maintenance, though we did come across
some deterioration due to rivulets at a high point. In some parts there was a curiously pissy smell from the
undergrowth. At one place we passed an enclosure containing two pigs—the only ones we saw in
Yorkshire, although we had smelt quite a few and heard a barnful in one village. As we approached
Scarborough we met more people: out cycling or jogging, or walking their dogs.
Finally we arrived in Scarborough, which we approached through various parks. Schoolkids discussed what
new teachers they had, and several shouted out how cool our bikes were. “Beep your little thingy—oh, you
haven’t got one”. We entered the town of Scarborough through the Sainsbury’s car park. We asked for the
nearest bike shop and were directed to two, the second of which was just the thing we needed. We bought a
new tyre and tube for Michael and a tube for me, with much enthusiastic chat from Steve the shop-owner,
whose wife comes from Sligo.
Back to Sainsbury’s, where I bought some tasty provisions, then on up to the Esplanade where we had a
tremendous view of the beach and bay far below. We took over a bench and had our picnic while watching
the boats come and go below us including a yacht race, a pirate ship bringing tourists for a trip round the
bay, a few water skiers and so on. Our picnic was tremendous, as usual, and we were cheered by odd
comments and questions from passing families and pleasant folk, young and old.
We had followed the signs for “Cycle Route 1” to get to the Esplanade, and we continued following them as
we wanted to make the transition to Route 66 to get us back to Leeds, where we may pick up the Leeds and
Liverpool canal. The first thing that happened was that coming down a hill on the way out of Scarborough
Michael’s back wheel went all soft and we had to repair it with the new tyre and tube we had just bought.
By now we were pretty fast and efficient at this.
We followed the Route 1 signs as far as Bridlington, where we asked at a few places before we found the
Rydale Hotel right near the centre, where the guest houses finally were thick on the ground. Our hostess
Linda stowed our bikes in the back yard, but while we were eating her husband Ron moved them into the
garage for safety. A local pub did us a special stir-fry and, my, it were tasty.
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Sunday 9
We weren’t sure whether we wanted to keep to Route 1, but we chanced upon it as we left Bridlington and
so we stayed with it for a while. It started out reasonably, but became a bit complex as it jumped south of
the main road. The A614 was going the right way, but far too busy and with not enough margin: no hard
shoulder at all, a lot of the time.
We had just begun to trust the signs for Route 1 when we came upon a counterintuitive one. A local chap
out walking his dogs gave his opinion that the sign was wrong; he sent us down to Burton Agnes where we
had to plot our own course across the farm roads. It dawned on us that the counterintuitive sign had been
intentional, not mistaken, and would in fact have brought us a better way. Eventually we rejoined Route 1,
but at one junction it did let us down, and we were left wandering in bumpy private farm roads for a while.
Not all the back roads were marked on our map, but a surprising number of them were, and we got the hang
of the thing and negotiated Wansford, Skerne and Hutton
Cranswick, where we bought a bottle of wine and sat by the
pond planning our next series of sidesteps through the
countryside. We got ourselves to a secluded road through
farmland and had a sunny picnic of the usual chunky salad,
featuring apple and cucumber, garlic and oil, with vinegar
from the jar of gherkins from Scarborough. Shortly after
that we crossed into the Wolds proper at Middleton-on-theWolds, in rolling country with fifty- to hundred-acre fields,
separated if at all by hedges rather than walls, with plenty
of trees occasionally, then none for miles.
Most of these roads were too narrow for cars to pass, and they widened into occasional passing places. We
stopped as often as not to let oncoming cars pass us. One of these near Warter was an open white vintage
Rolls Royce, which gladdened my heart so much I waved my hat at it. Soon it came back again, and the
driver stopped and had a chat. He had seen my IRL sign, and he asked about our trip. I admired his car, and
he said he had a wedding coming up next week and wanted to get it ready. He had gone to the extent of
putting the ribbons on for this rehearsal, which had somewhat prompted my hat-waving. I asked was it his
own car and he said yes, he collected them and had about thirty. He could have been Mr Moneybags
Trouble-at-Mill or the Duke of Warter, but I couldn’t really tell from his accent. He had a young chap
beside him, late teens or early twenties, who had that aristocratic manner that consists of grinning, as it were
enthusiastically, while simultaneously hanging the head. I said I was an early music man myself, but that
early cars were all right too, and that was why I took my hat off to him.
One last surprising hill and drop brought us into Pocklington, where there is one hotel, the Feathers. They
had no twin rooms left, but a helpful girl gave us the last two doubles at the single rate, and we had what
turned out to be a rather special meal with a very fine bottle of Chateauneuf.
Monday 10
As we went down the streets of Pocklington we passed a group of schoolboys who said “Awesome! All that
bike needs is a nice big juicy fat penis! Yes! A nice big juicy fat penis”, for Pocklington schoolboy humour
is the same as all other schoolboy humour in the world.
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The day was cloudy, quickly brightening up, the wind was from the north, the countryside was very flat, and
we made excellent progress south and west without getting too hot. Michael had plotted a course avoiding
big roads almost entirely. After five miles, just short of Melbourne, we stopped by a tiny bridge over the
feeder river for the Pocklington canal and celebrated Michael’s twelve thousandth mile in the four-and-ahalf years since he bought this bike. The back roads were pleasantly empty and we could chat most of the
time.
At Bubwith we joined a bigger road westwards to Barlby, then smaller again into Selby where there was for
a while a dedicated cycle track. This ran along a low wall on a bank about ten feet higher than the road;
Michael supposed it was built recently for flood protection. We passed by picturesque Selby Abbey, and
through the lively town centre. On the way out we looked out for a shop, but once past the bustling centre
the shops ceased altogether. I developed a great rubbing of parts about my back wheel and when we pulled
up at a school gate we found that a bolt had gone missing from my back carrier. I put in a spare and checked
all the other nuts and bolts around the carrier, and found that two of the other three were loose. This had
been a problem on earlier trips, but I had forgotten to check the bolts this time. Good and tight now.
Once again we needed to go by an A road to Hambleton, but we dodged off it there and came round by long
straight smooth flat roads around enormous fields, mostly full of stubble, but some ploughed, or ploughed
and harrowed, already. We still hadn’t found a shop; in Birkin there was a ‘Post Office and General Store’
but it was shut for lunch, so we decided to make do with what we had, and apart from the lack of bread and
lettuce we did remarkably well, with a good sup of wine left from yesterday’s lunch. By then it was sunny,
around two o’clock, and we stopped and rested on a grassy verge opposite a field where a farmer was setting
up a huge seeding machine (or at least that’s what it looked like) behind a gargantuan tractor on caterpillar
tracks. It took him most of an hour to get it set up right, then he set off at speed, seeding his harrowed acres.
Michael told me of an article by Hilary Tovey on the bind farmers are in, squeezed by the wholesalers who
push down the prices and impose conditions such as what day they harvest their produce, regardless of when
conditions are best. Farmers are now drivers of huge machines,
more or less employed
by the wholesalers; the
farms get bigger and
the employees get
fewer.
At Brotherton the way
became
more
complicated as we
wanted to join up with
some of the West
Yorkshire Cycle Route.
We had bought a map
over the net before
leaving home, and it
showed routes both
north and south of
Leeds; we chose to take
the southern half of the
circuit. We found a way down into Pontefract, passing near a big power station that looked from the north
an later from the south as though it stood in a plain, though close up we found it was surrounded by steep
rises and falls. By observation and frequent checking of the maps we got directly onto the cycle route near
Pontefract Castle, and were pleased to see it well signposted along the road. We cycled on small quiet roads
with the noise of the A1 like a constant railway train a few hundred yards to our left. At five we reached the
tiny town of Wentbridge and booked in to a B-&-no-B; a pleasant old chap gave us a room in the courtyard
and let us stable our bikes in his garage.
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Tuesday11
Our host knocked on our door around 7.30 to tell us he had unlocked the garage, so we had our earliest start
yet, after a cup of mint tea. The morning was brisk and slightly cool, but sunny, and we followed the signs
for the West Yorkshire Cycle Route until they landed us up a hill in Upton without any confirming or
continuing sign, when we had gathered from the map that we would be going to Badsworth. We considered
our options and decided to stick with the map of the route, that we had bought over the net. It shouldn’t
have been out of date, since we had only got it a month before, so if something was at fault then we felt we
would rather stay with the map we could read than with signs that sometimes weren’t to be seen. So we
came back down to Badsworth an followed the map for the rest of the day. This slowed us down since we
had to check at every junction, but it didn’t worry us since our final run was short enough. We had decided
to head for Sheffield and take a train to Holyhead, rather than attempt the Pennines again over the Peak
District, since we both wanted to get home within a day of our initial estimate.
Approaching Helmsford we found ourselves apparently directed by the map into a private road. This
wouldn’t have slowed us down were it not for the presence by the gate of a police car full of barking dogs.
We spoke nicely to the policeman, who got out of his car with his morning burger in hand and on chin, and
he told us that we were perfectly welcome to cycle through.
In Helmsford we had breakfast in the
Precinct cafe, and it was very much needed.
The day was warming up, and the country
was getting hillier. We found ourselves
once more accompanied by cycle-route
signs, but we still consulted the map at each
turn; and we decided to leave the cycle
route at Darton. It had become rather hard
to follow, and we put in a few extra miles
around South Hiendley and Ryhill. At
Darton we crossed the M1 and a few other
big roads and headed south through
Silkstone, Village of the Year 2000. At the
top of one of the area’s many steep hills we
sat on a bench by a quiet enough road and
had our last chunky salad with a grand view
of a fertile valley and old farm or industrial
buildings.
From there we headed due south through Silkstone Common, Bagger Wood and Thurgoland, past the
seventeenth-century Wortley Top Forge in a shady river gully, and down towards Chapeltown. We had had
enough of map-reading at this stage, and so we took to a main road that we could simply follow all the way
into Sheffield. This proved a lucky choice, as a large part of it was closed to motor traffic for repairs and we
had it to ourselves for a while. It was also very largely downhill in gentle swoops, which restored our
strength; but as we approached Sheffield it became uppy and downy again, huge rises and drops. Kids were
coming out of school by this time, and we had plenty of cheery shouts, a good proportion of them polite. As
we neared the centre we found ourselves in a weird kind of desert: it was all dug up and under
reconstruction. Going through where cars could not, we asked directions to the railway station and were
told it was just around the big roundabout—which involved another long hard climb. Sheffield is a hilly
town. It has its claims to fame: not only did many of our ancestors come from Sheffield, particularly the
Waterhouses, but Michael Palin did too.
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At about half past four we were in the station, buying tickets to Holyhead. There was no prospect of
travelling the same day, but a smooth trip was finally put together for the next morning. We walked up
through the university to a Novotel we spotted, but they were full up. They did direct us to a nearby big
hotel, checking that they had a twin room available. The receptionist of the Novotel asked me please not to
come back and shoot him if we found it lacking in quality, so we were warned; but the Grosvenor was just
the thing for our needs, and they allowed us to hide the bikes away in a meeting-room beside the reception
desk, so we were delighted with them. The lock on our door was recalcitrant (if not rebarbative) but
someone came up and showed us the trick: push and pull the door, then turn the key extra hard at the end of
its normal click, while standing on one leg and saying “Phtang!” in Greek.
At seven or so we wandered out into the much-dug-up streets
of Sheffield and walked till at last we found a pub serving
food. Most unpromising from the outside, it was not only
pleasantly quiet with families having supper, but had a really
decent five-bean chilli with rice and a good bottle of Spanish
red. To celebrate the end of our trip we had respectively a port
and a whisky, then picked our way back through the scarred
streets and headed for bed. No more pictures, I’m afraid; after
the bench we had our lunch on I photographed nothing else.
Can’t tell why.

Wednesday 12
A large international group of Downs Syndrome teenagers with their minders brightened up the breakfast
room of the Grosvenor Hotel. We set out for the station at 8.30 and found our platform in good time. I
bought some snacks and we sorted out the many tickets: two for our overall fares, three for seat reservations,
and twelve for the bikes, even though they were travelling free. We had two connections to make, so there
were tickets for each leg to tie onto each bike, and matching tickets for us to retain. The system turned out
to be wonderfully efficient—we had been dreading it, remembering the trouble we had on our previous train
trip across England. Each train had a bike symbol at the appropriate door, and inside that carriage were four
seats against the wall that were folded up, leaving a bike-sized area furnished with restraining straps: the
Danish system exactly, if not quite so roomy. Michael’s bike just fitted with the front wheel averted, and
mine fitted in outside it so that they were not in the way: the catering trolley was not in the least impeded
when it came along.
Our trains left and arrived on the dot; we had thirteen minutes to change at Manchester and the same at
Chester. At Manchester we had to find our platform, but had an enormous lift to help us up to it; at Chester
the train for Holyhead left from the very same platform we alighted on, and came sliding in right behind
ours as it left: full marks to the train companies. The trains themselves were clean and smooth, as good as
any continental trains. The time of day helped us too, as all the trains were less than quarter-full.
Accordingly we had a pleasant whisk through the Peak District, starting with a longish tunnel, then an
uneventful hour of western England, then thrilling views of the mountains of Wales. These are much more
rugged than the glacial slopes we had experienced in Yorkshire; they have a younger appearance, not yet
worn down to urbane smoothness.
We arrived in Holyhead at 1.30 and had our choice of ferry companies to take us to Dun Laoghaire. The
Stena catamaran left an hour later than the Irish Ferries ship but got in twenty minutes earlier, so we got
tickets for that. We then had an hour to get some lunch, which we did in a nearby chapel recently converted
to a café.
At 2.30 we got our boarding passes and went to the head of the queue of cars; we were called on first
(proper order!) and tied ourselves up, no, tied our bikes up, near the stern, then climbed the stairs (isn’t there
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any more nautical term for stairs? Rigging?) and bagged a couple of seats. The bar was offering a special
price on bottles of Bordeaux rosé, so we bagged one of those too, and set off across a mirror-calm Irish sea
to our waiting wives and clamouring projects.
We were ushered ashore first, as soon as the ferry docked at 5.25. I said goodbye to Michael at Dun
Laoghaire, where he turned towards York Road and I went on towards Blackrock. I got home in half an
hour, happy and tired and ready for anything that life wished to throw at me.
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